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Frustrated with a legacy of scholarship which retrospectively relates the creation of
Shelley’s novel to the personal tragedies of her life, I broaden the scope and attend to
the formal complexity of the novel and its dynamic relationship with Romantic
intellectual life as reflective of Shelley’s own grasp on intellectual theory of her time.

I defy the long-established trope within Shelley scholarship which relates the personal
tragedies and experiences of her life to the creation of the novel – say, the death of
her own progeny which are echoed in the birth of the novel as well as the birth of the
monster, and Shelley’s role as the grief-stricken mother of both. Such criticism
devalues the intellectual thought behind her creation, retrospectively attributing it to
her emotional significance as a woman, as a mother, and as a wife. I defy this
intellectually demeaning interpretation, and instead seek to give credit where credit is
due. I abstain from relying on these psychoanalytic interpretations of Shelley herself,
and instead I will trace these psychological relationships back further, pre-Freud, as a
means of understanding the lively scientific moment in which Shelley lived and wrote,
and how the theories of her contemporary moment influenced the production of the
novel.

Shelley’s understanding of developing intellectual theory is clearly influential to her
novel – thematically reflected in the scientific innovation of her characters, as well as
formally reproduced in her choice of narrative structure.

Methodology

In order to illuminate Frankenstein’s engagement with these processes, I first situate
the novel in its intellectual history, engaging with early nineteenth-century
psychological theory and its related investigations into human consciousness.

Then, through a formalist exploration of the narrative structure and stylistic detail of
the first edition of Frankenstein (1818), I trace the influence of scientific theory of
consciousness and human sociability within Shelley’s novel – exploring the
innovations of her characters as well as the function of Shelley’s narrative structure.

Scientific Theory

Shelley made use of the novel to discuss these pioneering ideas about the relationship between mind, body, and soul
– as well as the possible source of this relationship. In Victor’s creation of the monster, Shelley reconciles the differing
perspectives on the source of conscious being, through use of the earliest intellectuals studying the workings of the
human mind.

Shelley attributes the resulting novel to a trance in which she perceived the aftermath of a combination of these
sciences – the creation of a resurrected, human-like form possessing consciousness:
Many and long were the conversations between Lord Byron and [Percy] Shelley, to which I was a devout but nearly silent
listener. During one of these, various philosophical doctrines were discussed, and among others the nature of the
principle of life, and whether there was any probability of its ever being discovered and communicated. They talked of
the experiments of Dr. Darwin…who preserved a piece of vermicelli [that is, a microscopic worm] in a glass case, till by
some extraordinary means it began to move with voluntary motion. Not thus, after all, would life be given. Perhaps a
corpse would be re-animated; galvanism had given token of such things: perhaps the component parts of a creature
might be manufactured, brought together, and endued with vital warmth. (168)

(Shelley, Mary. “Introduction to Frankenstein, Third Edition” Frankenstein. London: Henry Colburn and Richard Bentley, 1831. Print)

Building on the foundation introduced by Darwin of the possibility of resurrecting microscopic life, Shelley applies this
logic to her established knowledge of Galvani, deducing that with electrical impulse perhaps this microscopic
resurrection may be applied to a more ambitious, human-like production.

An Understanding of Creation

Likewise, according to Shelley’s discussion of her novel, despite how innovative a
creation may appear, there is no denying that it emerges out of an existing framework
and that it will need, in turn, to be socially validated:
Every thing must have a beginning…and that beginning must be linked to something that
went before…Invention, it must be humbly admitted, does not consist in creating out of
void, but out of chaos; the materials must, in the first place, be afforded: it can give form
to dark, shapeless substances, but cannot bring into being the substance itself. In all
matters of discovery and invention, even of those that appertain to the
imagination...Invention consists in the capacity of seizing on the capabilities of a subject,
and in the power of moulding and fashioning ideas suggested to it. (167)

(Shelley, Mary. “Introduction to Frankenstein, Third Edition” Frankenstein. London: Henry Colburn and Richard Bentley, 1831. Print)

Shelley’s use of narrative structure reflects what she believes to be an essential
component of any successful creation, whether of a new scientific field or of the
innovations of her characters – that there must always be a second observer to validate
what is being presented.
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In addition to her familiarity with the
scientific innovations of her time,
Shelley was well aware of the dynamic
between innovation and broader
acceptance that fueled the
development of psychology as a field,
and the necessity that these early
psychological scientists negotiate this
fine line. The ultimate validity of
psychology as a distinct scientific field
apart from natural philosophy – both
within the scientific community and the
greater intellectual community –
depended on the aptitude of the
emerging psychological sciences to
reconcile between innovative isolation
and social validation.

The creation of the monster, from the first illustrated 
version of Frankenstein (1831) by Theodore Von Holst.

A Scene in the Arctic (1880) by William Bradford, 
inspired by his own expedition to the Arctic.

Victor’s creation of the monster, taken from an illustrated 
version of the novel by Berni Wrightson (1983).

A Galvanized Corpse by Henry Robinson (1836) portrays the reanimation 
of a corpse by electrical stimulation, as referenced by Shelley.

Galvani’s experimental apparatus  for his studies into 
electrical magnetism (1791).


